
COVID-19 IMPACT ON PLANS:

next steps rethink?

Examples of possible alternatives could be: 

• Switch to a study pathway with a more optimistic outlook;

• Defer study plans for a year to see if your preferred industry/career path rebounds; 

• Switch to a broader study pathway which gives you more flexibility;

• Instead of a GAP year there may be opportunities to volunteer within your community;

• Instead of working in hospitality, tourism, or, retail (which may be slow for some time) there are likely to be immediate 
job opportunities in grocery, food production and food supply (e.g. orchards, food production plants, supermarkets).

Sometimes best laid plans need to change through no fault of our own. When we have our heart 
set on a specific career path, or, education/training course, it can be very hard to let that go.  
But, if we can see that this path will no longer give us the employment opportunities that we had 
hoped for, then a change in direction may be the right thing.

This worksheet has been designed for final year students who have concerns about their plans for 
next year due to the impact of Covid-19, and, would like additional support from the careers team. 

My Plans 

I was planning to go to a University / Polytechnic / private training provider next year but am concerned that my study 
plans are in an area which will be impacted by Covid-19

I was planning to have a GAP year next year but am concerned that I will not be able to travel

I was planning to commence an apprenticeship next year but am concerned that this may no longer be available

I was planning to go straight into the workforce next year but am concerned that the area I was planning to work in may 
be hard to find a job in

Other

Please, provide more detail on your concerns about your plans for next year. 
I.e. What was your plan? Why are you concerned?

You may well already have a Plan A, B & C, and can easily adapt to the current situation.  
If not, there’s no harm in considering alternatives if your Plan A is not possible at the moment. 

What alternatives are you considering which you would like careers team support with?

Name: Year: 
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